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Abstract

The main objective of our experiments in the domain-specific track at CLEF 2008 is
utilizing semantic knowledge from collaborative knowledge bases such as Wikipedia and
Wiktionary to improve the effectiveness of information retrieval. While Wikipedia has
already been used in IR, the application of Wiktionary in this task is new. We evaluate
two retrieval models, i.e. SR-Text and SR-Word, based on semantic relatedness by
comparing their performance to a statistical model as implemented by Lucene. When
Lucene is combined with the semantic models the mean average precision increases
by 14% for German, 9% for English, and 16% for Russian. In the bilingual task,
we translate the English topics into the document language, i.e. German, by using
machine translation. For SR-Text, we alternatively perform the translation process
by using cross-language links in Wikipedia, whereby the terms are directly mapped to
concept vectors in the target language. The evaluation shows that the latter approach
especially improves the retrieval performance in cases where the machine translation
system incorrectly translates query terms. When Lucene is combined with SR-Text,
the mean average precision increases by 34%.
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H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing – Thesauruses;
H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval – Retrieval models; H.3.4 Systems and Software – Performance evaluation (efficiency and effectiveness); H.3.7 Digital Libraries
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Introduction

Statistical models are most frequently used in domain-specific information retrieval (IR). One of
the disadvantages of these models is their lack of flexibility concerning synonymy, i.e. expressing a
concept with different terms. There exist several approaches of tackling the problem of synonymy
divided into local and global methods.

Local methods like relevance and pseudo-relevance feedback try to refine the representation
of the user’s information need by using manual respectively automatic feedback about already
returned documents. However, these methods require that the relevant documents show a significant term overlap, and that the term overlap between relevant and irrelevant documents is small.
Also they are not able to close the gap between the vocabulary used in queries and in documents,
i.e. query terms which do not occur in the document collection can not be expanded with related
terms.
Global methods expand the query with related terms using either automatically built thesauri
based on the document collection or external linguistic knowledge bases (LKBs) like WordNet [2].
Using thesauri which are based on the document collection also suffers from the inability to close
the vocabulary gap, if query terms do not occur in the document collection. The use of LKBs
for query expansion has shown inconclusive results so far. Voorhees [27] could improve retrieval
performance only in some cases even for manually selected expansion terms, while Mandala et al.
[15] improved the performance on several test collections by combining a LKB with different types
of thesauri built from the underlying text collections. The general problem of query expansion
is that in fact it is able to improve recall in certain situations, but at the same time precision
degrades as also irrelevant terms are added to the query.
Another semantic approach to tackle the problem of synonymy is to use retrieval models which
are based on semantic relatedness (SR) between query and document terms computed by using
LKBs. Although first results of employing SR in IR were inconclusive [23], there have also been
several promising results [14, 3, 18]. The main problem with using LKBs for semantically enhanced
IR is the low coverage of domain-specific vocabulary and proper nouns.
A new form of resources, so called collaborative knowledge bases (CKBs) have the potential to
overcome these limitations. Enabled by Web 2.0 technologies, CKBs are constructed by volunteers
on the web and have reached a size which makes them promising for improving IR performance.
The most widely used and probably largest CKB is Wikipedia1 . It contains encyclopedic knowledge in a broad range of domains and has been recently employed as a knowledge base (KB) in
IR with very positive results [12, 8, 22, 19].
For our experiments in the domain-specific track at CLEF 2008, we employ Wikipedia and
for the first time Wiktionary as knowledge bases for SR-based IR models. We compare their
performance to a statistical model and also combine all three models by combining their respective
relevance scores for each document. We perform the experiments for the languages English,
German, and Russian.
For bilingual IR experiments using English topics on a German document collection we use (i)
machine translation methods for statistical and semantic models, and (ii) cross-language links in
Wikipedia for one semantic model.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we give a short overview
about the employed knowledge bases. In Section 3, we explain the SR-based and the statistical IR
model. The test collections used in our experiments are described in Section 4. This is followed
by Section 5 where the results of the experiments are presented and discussed. Finally, we draw
some conclusions in Section 6.
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Collaborative Knowledge Bases

The development of Web 2.0 technology in recent years has led to a vastly increasing amount of
user generated content on the world wide web, which is created and controlled by decentralized
communities of volunteers with diverse personal backgrounds and fields of expertise. Most CKBs
are freely available and they do not suffer from the various disadvantages of LKBs such as:
• their coverage and size are limited;
• they are mainly restricted to common vocabulary;
1 http://www.wikipedia.org

• continuous maintenance is often not feasible;
• the content is often quickly out-dated;
• only major languages are typically supported.
However, the downside of CKBs is that they mostly contain semi- or unstructured text which
first needs to be transformed into structured knowledge in order to be used as a KB. A potential
problem with CKBs is the quality of their content. Most CKBs lack editorial quality control.
However, it has been found, e.g. even without any explicit process of quality control, the factual
quality in Wikipedia is high [7]. On the other hand, the quality of LKBs like WordNet also has
been criticized in the past [11].

2.1

Wikipedia

Started in 2001 as a multilingual, Web-based, free content encyclopedia project, Wikipedia is probably the largest collection of freely available knowledge. It contains about 10 million articles in
more than 250 languages. The English language version of Wikipedia is by far the largest with
almost 2.4 million articles, followed by the German language version with 754,000 articles. The
knowledge stored in Wikipedia which can be exploited for computational methods consists not
only of the articles’ text itself. For example, in [26, 30] the hierarchy of categories that Wikipedia
articles are tagged with is used for computing semantic relatedness of word pairs. Milne et al. [16]
employ the link structure of Wikipedia articles for extracting a domain-specific thesaurus and use
it for query expansion in IR. Schönhofen et al. [22] improve cross-lingual IR by using redirecting
links of Wikipedia articles to identify synonyms. They also employ links between articles on the
same topic in different languages to find term and phrase translations.
Especially for IR, it is important that Wikipedia contains a lot of named entities which are
usually missing in LKBs.

2.2

Wiktionary

Wiktionary is a multilingual dictionary and a sister project of Wikipedia. Unlike Wikipedia, it
focuses on lexical instead of encyclopedic knowledge, which makes Wikipedia and Wiktionary
complementary knowledge sources. Wiktionary contains many types of information also found
in LKBs, like definitions, synonyms, and hyponyms, and also additional types of information,
e.g. abbreviations, compounds or contractions, which are usually not found in LKBs. Another
difference to LKBs is that each language-specific edition of Wiktionary contains not only entries
for words in that particular language, but also for words in other languages. Wiktionary has
about 3.7 million word entries in 171 language editions in total. The English and French language
versions are the largest with roughly 800,000 entries. Compared to this, the German edition is
rather small consisting of less than 80,000 entries.
Wiktionary has been employed for tasks such as sentiment analysis [1] or ontology learning
[28], but we are not aware of any work that employed it in IR before.

3
3.1

Information Retrieval Models
Preprocessing

Besides applying standard preprocessing steps like tokenization and stopword removal, we use
lemmatization employing the TreeTagger [21] for all tasks. For the German test data, we also
split compounds into their constituents [13], and we use both, constituents and compounds in the
retrieval process.

3.2

Statistical Model

The statistical IR model we use in our experiments is the model as implemented by Lucene2 , an
open source text search library.
The model first extracts the relevant documents from the collection by matching the query
against the index. In the second step, the actual ranking of the relevant documents is computed
by using a vector space model according to the following equation:
rEB (d, q) =

nq
X

tf (tq , d) · idf (tq ) · norm(d)

i=1

where nq is the number of query terms, tf (tq , d) is the term frequency factor for term tq in
document d, idf (tq ) is the inverse document frequency of the term, and norm(d) is a normalization
value of document d, given the number of terms within the document.

3.3

Semantic Models

An obvious solution to the problem of synonymy and also polysemy in IR is to perform the retrieval
process also on the semantic level rather than only on the level of surface forms. One such method
is Latent Semantic Indexing [5] where the term vectors of query and documents are mapped into
a (lower dimensional) conceptual space. In [20], a similar method is used to build a similarity
thesaurus for query expansion. However, as the conceptual space is derived from the relations of
terms and documents in the collection, these methods cannot solve a mismatch of the vocabulary
in queries and the document collection. Instead of using the document collection for deriving
the conceptual space, an external document collection with a large number of documents from a
wide range of domains can be used. Koberstein et al. [12] use Wikipedia as corpus to calculate
word similarities by applying different measures based on the co-occurrence of the terms in the
same Wikipedia article. The retrieved word clusters are then applied to compute sentence-based
document similarity.
Gabrilovich and Markovitch [6] propose a similar approach where they refer to Wikipedia
articles as concepts. Thereby, each term contained in Wikipedia is represented in the concept space
as a vector of tf.idf values [25], derived from the term’s occurrence in the respective Wikipedia
articles. The similarity of two documents is then computed using a centroid-based classifier [9].
The concept vector of each term in the document is weighted with the term’s tf.idf value. From
these weighted concept vectors an average vector is calculated which represents the respective
document in the concept space. The similarity score of two documents is then computed using the
cosine metric. This method was successfully employed for IR in the domain of electronic career
guidance [8] and in a multilingual IR model [19].
In our experiments, we use the method proposed by Gabrilovich and Markovitch as a SR-based
IR model and refer to it as SR-Text. Additionally, we employ a retrieval model proposed in [17]
to which we refer as SR-Word. We extended the model by also taking into account the idf value
of document terms and the tf value of query and document terms. The formula of this model is
as follows:
Pnd Pnq
j=1 tf (td,i , d) · idf (td,i ) · tf (tq,j , q) · idf (tq,j ) · s(td,i , tq,j )
i=1
rSR (d, q) =
(1 + nnsm ) · (1 + nnr )
where nd is the number of unique terms in the document, nq the number of unique terms in the
query, td,i the i-th unique document term, tq,j the j-th unique query term, s(td,i , tq,j ) the SR score
for the respective document and query term (using the cosine of the respective terms’ concept
vectors as score), nnsm the number of unique query terms not exactly contained in the document,
and nnr the number of unique query terms which do not contribute a SR score above the threshold.
For SR-Text and SR-Word, we compute tf and idf as follows:
tf (t) = 1 + log f (t)
2 http://lucene.apache.org

where f (t) is the frequency of term t in the corresponding document or query, and
ndocs
idf (t) =
df (t)
where ndocs is the number of documents in the collection and df (t) is the number of documents
in the collection containing term t.3
Besides Wikipedia we use Wiktionary as KB for the IR models. Thereby, we refer to each word
entry in these KBs as a concept, and use the entry’s information as the textual representation of
a concept analogous to the text of Wikipedia articles (for details see [32]). In order to improve
retrieval effectiveness, we combine the concept space of Wikipedia and Wiktionary, so that the
concept vector of one term consists of concepts from both KBs. When using Wikipedia as KB
we remove concepts where the respective Wikipedia articles have less than 100 words or fewer
than 5 in- or outlinks. For both, Wikipedia and Wiktionary, we remove concepts from a term’s
concept vector if the tf.idf value is below the predefined threshold of 0.01. The pruning methods
are applied to achieve noise reduction and better performance. For accessing the CKBs we use
freely available Java-based APIs described in [31].

3.4

Combination of Models

As the statistical and semantic models use different types of information represented in queries,
documents, and possibly external knowledge we hypothesize that the combination of the models
will increase the retrieval effectiveness. We therefore combine their relevance scores computed in
separate retrieval runs into one relevance score for each document per query. For computing the
combined relevance score, we use the CombSUM method which was introduced by Fox and Shaw
[4] where the combined relevance score is set to the sum of the individual relevance scores. This
method has been shown to outperform other methods for English, German, and other European
languages [10]. Before combining the scores, they are normalized using the formula:
rnorm =

rorig − rmin
rmax − rmin

where rorig is the original relevance score, rmin is the minimal and rmax is the maximal occurring
score for the query. This normalization method was one of the top performing approaches in [29].

3.5

Methods for Bilingual Retrieval

For the cross-lingual IR runs we use machine translation (Systran Translator4 ) for translating the
query into the language of the documents. For the SR-Text model, we additionally explore a
different method using the cross-language links between different language editions of Wikipedia.
A cross-language link points from an article in one language to the same article in a different
language, e.g. an English article might point to its German counterpart. Using these links in a
similar way as proposed in [19], we are able to map a concept vector whose concepts are represented
by articles in the English Wikipedia into a concept vector whose concepts are represented by
articles in the German Wikipedia. Thus, by transforming the concept vector of an English query
using cross-language links, the similarity between the English query and the German documents
is computed by the SR-Text model without actually translating the query.5
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Overview of Test Collections

The test collections consist of structured bibliographic data for social sciences. The following
corpora are used: (i) for German, the GIRT-4 database consisting of 151,319 documents, (ii)
3 As it is possible for a query term to not appear in the document collection at all, we set the document frequency
to 1 instead of 0 for calculating idf in these cases.
4 http://babelfish.yahoo.com/
5 As we do not actually translate the query terms, we are not able to compute the idf of the terms in the document
collection. Instead we use the idf in Wikipedia.

for English, a translation of the GIRT-4 corpus and the database of Sociological Abstracts from
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA) containing 20,000 documents, and (iii) for Russian, the
INION corpus ISISS with 145,802 documents. Each document contains the title, the author,
the abstract, and the source information of a publication along with the subject metadata from
controlled vocabularies. For building the document index, we use the complete information except
for the author, the year of publication, and the identification number.
The queries are created from 25 topics available in the languages English, German, and Russian.
Each topic consists of three fields. The title field (T) contains a few keywords describing the user’s
information need. The description field (D) contains one sentence characterizing the information
need in more detail. The narrative field (N) contains several sentences which specify in even more
detail what a document should or should not contain to be judged relevant for this query.

5

Evaluation

We experiment with several query types by using different combinations of the topic fields. In our
test runs using topics from the past CLEF workshops, we found that the retrieval effectiveness
improved when query terms are weighted depending on the field in which they occur. We therefore
use the following weights for query terms in all experiments: 1 for title, 0.8 for description, and
0.6 for narrative.
In the following sections, we present several tables which contain the mean average precision
(MAP) values of official and inofficial runs for the respective task. For each run the tables also
contain the ID, the type (official/inofficial), the topic fields which were used for generating the
query, the IR model, the MAP value for a single model, and the MAP value for the combination
of models. For the semantic models, we mention the employed KBs. For SR-Word, we also give
the value of the predefined threshold for SR values. In the bilingual task, we also point out the
translation method which was used. The highest MAP value for each task is in bold.

5.1
5.1.1

Monolingual Retrieval
English

We submitted two official runs which are combinations of all three models, one run using only the
title and description fields, the other one using all three topic fields. Table 1 shows the official
runs along with several inofficial ones.
The statistical model outperforms the semantic models for both query types. However, the best
performance in terms of MAP is reached when all three models are combined. For the query type
TDN, MAP improves from 0.2987 to 0.3242 when combining the models. Overall, the inclusion
of the narrative field of the topics improves MAP. However, for the SR-Word model we found in
our training runs that MAP decreases when the narrative field is taken into account. Therefore,
we only use the title and description fields for this model. The SR-Word model outperforms the
SR-Text model. We hypothesize that this happens because the SR-Word model also accounts for
direct string matching.
5.1.2

German

In the monolingual task for German, we submitted two official runs using the combinations TD
and TDN of the topic fields. Table 2 shows the results of the official and inofficial runs. The
results are similar to the monolingual runs for English. Generally, we yield higher MAP values,
and for the TD query type the SR-Word model outperforms the statistical model. Again the
combination of all three models performs best, and for the query type TDN the combination of
all models improves the MAP value from 0.3536 to 0.3950. Also for this task, the SR-Word model
outperforms the SR-Text model.

ID
964

Official

983
984
969

x

975
985
986
976

x

Query
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TDN
TDN
TDN
TD
TDN
TD
TDN
TDN
TD

Model
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Word: WP+WKT(0.25)
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT(0.25)
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT(0.25)
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Word: WP+WKT(0.25)
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT(0.25)
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT(0.25)

Single MAP
0.2983
0.2040
0.2983
0.2536
0.2040
0.2536
0.2983
0.2040
0.2536
0.2987
0.2289
0.2987
0.2536
0.2289
0.2536
0.2987
0.2289
0.2536

Combined MAP
0.2781
0.3017
0.2789
0.3053

0.2948
0.3158
0.3010
0.3242

Table 1: Results of monolingual runs for English.

ID
962

Official

987
988
970

x

973
989
1012
974

x

Query
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TDN
TDN
TDN
TD
TDN
TD
TDN
TDN
TD

Model
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Word: WP+WKT
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Word: WP+WKT
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT

(0.11)
(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.11)
(0.11)

(0.11)

Single MAP
0.3318
0.3223
0.3318
0.3447
0.3223
0.3447
0.3318
0.3223
0.3447
0.3536
0.3329
0.3536
0.3447
0.3329
0.3447
0.3536
0.3329
0.3447

Combined MAP
0.3602

Table 2: Results of the monolingual runs for German.

0.3613
0.3698
0.3770

0.3778
0.3835
0.3781
0.3950

ID
965

Official

991
992
970

x

977
993
994
978

x

Query
TD
TD
TD
T
TD
T
TD
TD
T
TDN
TDN
TDN
T
TDN
T
TDN
TDN
T

Model
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
Lucene
SR-Word: WP
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
Lucene
SR-Word: WP
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP

(0.23)
(0.23)

(0.23)

(0.23)
(0.23)

(0.23)

Single MAP
0.1254
0.1016
0.1254
0.1211
0.1016
0.1211
0.1254
0.1016
0.1211
0.1286
0.0749
0.1286
0.1211
0.0749
0.1211
0.1286
0.0749
0.1211

Combined MAP
0.1224
0.1386
0.1208
0.1356

0.1268
0.1491
0.1179
0.1400

Table 3: Results of the monolingual runs for Russian.
5.1.3

Russian

Table 3 shows the results of the official and inofficial runs for Russian. In the two official runs
using the topic field combinations TD and TDN respectively, MAP is generally much lower than
for English and German. In this setting, Lucene and SR-Word outperform the SR-Text model,
too. SR-Word performs almost as well as Lucene. In contrast to the runs in the German and
English tasks, the use of the topic field narrative decreases MAP for SR-Text. Also we found in
our training runs, that it is beneficial to only use the title field as the query for the SR-Word
model. As for the English and German tasks, the combination of the three models increases MAP.
The combination of Lucene and SR-Word shows the best performance, increasing MAP by about
16% compared to using Lucene alone.

5.2

Bilingual Retrieval

For the bilingual retrieval, we submitted four runs where we used English topics with the German document collection. As described in Section 3.5, the English topics were translated into
German using machine translation (MT). In the case of SR-Text, we also mapped the concept
vector of English terms directly to its German counterpart without first translating the term itself
using cross-language links in Wikipedia (CLL). As Wiktionary also has cross-language links and
furthermore many of the word entries contain translations of the term into other languages, it is
in principle possible to apply the CLL method to both Wikipedia and Wiktionary. As we only
implemented this method for Wikipedia, the reported runs using CLL employ only Wikipedia as
KB.
Generally, the MAP values in our bilingual runs are much lower compared to the monolingual
German runs as both methods, MT and CLL, add noise to the retrieval process. For the query
type TD, SR-Word is the best performing single model. For the query type TDN, Lucene performs
slightly better than SR-Word. On first sight, the MT method seems to yield better results for
SR-Text than the CLL method. When combined with the Lucene model, SR-Text using CLL
outperforms SR-Text using MT by about 0.04. In these cases MAP decreases when SR-Word is
added to the combination. The best performing run with a MAP of 0.2342 is using the query
type TDN and a combination of Lucene and SR-Text with CLL. Compared to using Lucene alone,
MAP increases by almost 34%. Analyzing the results on the query level, we found that the CLL
method is especially beneficial in cases of substantial translation errors of query terms. In topic

ID
966

Official

1013
1014
971

x

967
1015
972

x

979
1016
980

x

981
982

x

Query
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TDN
TD
TDN
TD
TDN
TD
TD
TDN
TD
TDN
TD
TD

Translation
MT
CLL
MT
MT
CLL
MT
MT
CLL
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
CLL
MT
MT
MT
CLL
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

Model
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
Lucene
SR-Word: WP+WKT
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
Lucene
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP
SR-Word: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
Lucene
SR-Text: WP+WKT
SR-Word: WP+WKT

(0.11)
(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.11)

Single MAP
0.1638
0.1339
0.1638
0.1723
0.1339
0.1723
0.1638
0.1339
0.1723
0.1638
0.1499
0.1499
0.1723
0.1638
0.1499
0.1723
0.1746
0.1399
0.1746
0.1723
0.1746
0.1399
0.1723
0.1746
0.1499
0.1746
0.1499
0.1723

Comb. MAP
0.2167
0.1775
0.2038
0.2060

0.1776
0.1850
0.1875

0.2342
0.1958
0.2231

0.1935
0.2001

Table 4: Results of the bilingual runs using the English topics and the German documents.
no. 209 where the English title field contains the terms Doping and sports the correct German
translation of Doping would be the same term Doping. Instead, it is incorrectly translated by
the machine translation system to Lackieren which has the meaning of painting or to lacquer.
As the Lucene model relies on the translation with the MT system, the combination with SRText using the CLL method especially improves the retrieval in these cases. The generally lower
performance of SR-Text when using CLL instead of MT might be caused by the differences in
employed KBs, as SR-Text using MT employs not only Wikipedia, but additionally Wiktionary.
Another reason could be the missing cross-language links between articles in the German and
English Wikipedia. Not even half of the articles in the German Wikipedia link to the respective
articles in the English Wikipedia. As a possible solution, automatic methods for enriching the
cross-language link structure in Wikipedia as proposed in [24] could be applied.

6

Conclusion

In our experiments, we have explored the integration of semantic knowledge from collaborative
knowledge bases into IR. For the first time, we have employed Wiktionary in combination with
Wikipedia for this task. We have evaluated two IR models, i.e. SR-Text and SR-Word, based on
semantic relatedness by comparing their performance to a statistical model as implemented by
Lucene. In both semantic models, the articles in Wikipedia and the word entries in Wiktionary are
employed as textual representations of concepts. The SR-Text model computes the similarity of
a query and document using a centroid-based classifier. The SR-Word model combines individual
similarities of each query and document term pair that are above a predefined threshold and then

applies a set of heuristics.
In the monolingual task, we found that SR-Word outperformed SR-Text in most experiments.
SR-Word outperformed Lucene only in one experiment. However, when Lucene was combined with
the semantic models by using the CombSUM method, the MAP increased by 14% for German,
9% for English, and 16% for Russian.
In the bilingual task, we translated the English topics into the document language, i.e. German,
by using machine translation. For SR-Text, we additionally explored a different method using the
cross-language links between different language editions of Wikipedia. This approach especially
improved the retrieval performance in cases where the machine translation system incorrectly
translated terms. When Lucene was combined with SR-Text, the MAP increased by 34%. In our
future work, we will additionally use the cross-language links in Wiktionary to further improve
the IR effectiveness. We also plan to integrate the cross-language links into the SR-Word model.
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